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INTRODUCTION

This research began as a shared interest in an old Jane on HunshelfBank, Stocksbridge. I was
researching my partner's family history and because his surname is Bramall, I was interested
in why Bramall Lane was so called. It turned out that his family of Bramalls came from
elsewhere in Sheffield, but in one of those strange coincidences that often happen in family
history, it transpired that his mother's ancestors, the Walton family, actually lived on the lane,
in Bramall House itself! I was contacted in 2017 by Janet Sanderson, who spent her early
years at a house called The Barracks on Bramall Lane, although she knew it by the rather
more picturesque name of Briar Cottage, because that is what her mother re-named it.
We agreed that we should share our information and knowledge about the lane with a wider
audience, before its history be forgotten forever. This research isn't "finished" at all -I could
carry on ad infmitum looking at old documents, but both Janet and I feel that it is important to
present an article which can be read now, and will no doubt will be added to at a later date.
Our joint aim is to provide an account of one small lane in the beautiful area in which we live,
as best we can. For anyone interested in pursuing this further, I have provided some
suggestions at the end of this document.
The amount of history I have uncovered has been astounding - and there is much more to
uncover in Sheffield and Barnsley archives. I'm only human, and I am not a professional
historian, and you may spot errors and omissions - my email is included should you wish to
correct me, share a memory, or have any further information that you would Like to share. I
hope to publish a second version when I have had the time and the opportunity to visit the
archives again.
Copies of this research will be provided to Hunshelf Parish Council and Stocksbridge &
District History Society.
Janet's memories of the house on Bramall Lane can be found at the end of this article.
Thanks to Claire Williamson nee Broadhead for her input, and Basil Spooner of the
Stocksbridge History Society.
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SETTING THE SCENE ....
Hunshelf is not a village, but a scattering of houses and farms that dot the hillside between
Stocksbridge and Penistone in the old West Riding of Yorkshire. It was originally in the
parish of Penistone - the Little Don River 1 formed the boundary between the parish of
Penistone and the old parish of Bradfield (which used to include Stocksbridge). In 1895 the
boundary was moved to the top of Hunshelf Bank, and Hunshelf was incorporated into the
newly created Stocksbridge Urban District Council. There is no actual "village" ofHunshelf,
but the area does include the hamlets of Green Moor and Snowden Hill.
There is an ancient Jane running from Underbank Lane to the steelworks called Braman Lane.
There were only ever three dwellings on here; one at the Underbank Lane end called The Carr
or Carr Bottom (later known as Cherry Tree Cottage), another, much older cottage called
Bramall House, and at the Stocksbridge end an old building originally called The Barracks
(which was later re-named Briar Cottage). Bramall House and Barracks were built sometime
before 18102, and the house at The Carr was more recent (it is not on the 1810 map, but
makes an appearance on the census of 1851, and is marked on a map of 18543). All these
dwellings are long gone now, but if you look closely, you can see the old driveway leading to
where Cherry Tree Cottage was, and the remains of some outbuildings. There are some
foundations visible where Braman House stood, and an old gateway still marks the entrance
to The Barracks.
This lane would have been very peaceful before the coming of the steelworks, which had its
origins in 1842 when Samuel Fox came to Stocksbridge to begin his wire-drawing business
further down the river. The lane ran across the hillside, with fields and farmhouses above,
whilst below there were only fields stretching down to the river, and beyond that, the road to
Sheffield and Manchester (though this was not built untill805)

All this was to change as Fox's empire expanded and crept up the valley. The Slag Mill and
scrap yard were almost in the back garden of The Carr, and the view from The Barracks
became one of melting shops, the "Chemi Lab" (Chemistry Laboratory) and an electricity sub
station. Acid rain and air pollution made life there pretty uncomfortable. In fact one man,
George Hobson, successfully obtained damages from the Fox company after alleging that
poisonous dust from the slag mill had affected some cows he kept on nearby land. Postmortems showed they had grit in their lungs, which ultimately proved fatal. 4

1

Also called the Porter, or HunshelfWater, it arises on the Langsett Moors and now feeds the Langsett
and Underbank reservoirs before running through Stocksbridge and joining the River Don at Deepcar.
2
From a map of that date
3
The Ordinance Survey map was published in 1854 but the land was surveyed in 1850-1851.
4

The Sheffield Daily Independent, 27 January 1926
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All three houses are long gone now, but an air of peace has once again descended on the lane.
The melting shops stand idle, the sub-station has been de-commissioned, and the slag mill has
been levelled and lies bare. Nature has taken over and there are rabbits running across the
fields, owls nesting in the trees, buzzards circling and wildflowers in abundance. The lane is
being managed by the Steel Valley Project, and has been made into a track suitable for
pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders. The Stocksbridge bypass cuts across the hillside above,
but a great many trees were planted when it was constructed, and over the years these have
grown and helped to soften the noise.

This section from the Ordinance Survey map
expanded - the slag mill can be seen below Cherry Tree Cottage, and there is a private works
railway line running to it. The steelworks buildings can now be seen, but more buildings
were yet to be added .

Prior to 1810, much of this part of Hunshelf Bank was classed as "Common" or "Waste" land;
this means that no one owned it, and it was not fenced or walled off into fields. People living
there had always been able to grow a few crops or pasture their animals on this land.
However in 1810 measures were taken to enable local landowners take over this land for their
personal use, giving them the legal right to fence off this common land, making it private and
thus depriving the local cottagers of their "Rights of Common". This was known as
"lnclosure" 5 • It was highly controversial (among the poor and landless at least) because it
deprived them of land that had previously been available to them to eke out a better standard
of living.
The Inclosure Acts were a series of Acts of Parliament that were passed, nationwide, over a
number of years. The Hunshelf Inclosure Act was passed in 1810, and the common land was
parcelled out amongst the local landowners such as the Fentons of Underbank Hall and the
Pearsons of Snowden Hill. A portion of the Hunshelf Inclosure map is included at the end of
this article; it shows some coloured areas (which detail the land awarded and the person it was
awarded to), and some blank areas (which were already under ownership). William Fenton of
Underbank Hall owned much of the land surrounding the Hall, and he gained a lot more by

5

Inclose is the archaic spelling of Enclose, but because it was the spelling used at the time, this is the
spelling I have chosen to use. Both words mean the same thing.
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the Act. I will explain the Inclosures in more detail below, because it is relevant to the history
of Bramall Lane.

ABOUT THE INCLOSURE AWARDS
Hun shelf consisted of scattered farmsteads and larger houses, with a lot of Common or Waste
land that wasn't being farmed. Landowners (who already held land in Hunshelf) wanted to
Jay claim to these bits of land and incorporate them into their own holdings to make the land
"more efficient". The Inclosures changed forever the ancient system of farming, which
included open fields, common meadows, the right to pasture animals and so on.
Every Inclosure application had to go through Parliament, who had the right to reject them but of course they didn't; Parliament consisted of land owners who had a vested interest in
such schemes - all while citing how it would benefit the common good.
The Commissioners who carried out the Awards were to allot lands and also to sell some of
the land to pay the expenses of the Inclosure. Mr. Rimington, a wealthy landowner living at
Broomhead Hall, purchased 640 acres of Common Land in Bradfield, paying less than 15
shillings an acre. In Bradfield, 7,000 acres of Common land were allotted to the Duke of
Norfolk, another wealthy landowner.
There was a clause in the Hunshelf Act stating that all persons who had taken land
(encroached) on the Common lands within the last 60 years (i.e. without permission) should
surrender it. This was a common clause in all the Inclosure Acts; however, many
Commissioners ignored this and let these people keep the land they had in effect stolen from
the Commons.
The fault is great in man and woman
Who steals a goose from off the common
But what can plead man's excuse
Who steals a common from a goose 6

How the Inclosure Bill was presented to Parliament:
"A petition of Several Owners of estates in the Manor and Township of
Hunshelf. ... was presented and Read: Settingforth that there are ... several Commons
and Parcels of Waste Ground which might be improved if inclosed, and praying that
leave may be given to bring in a Bill for the same. " 7
They argued that the land, in its present state, was "incapable of improvement", and that it
would be "of great advantage to all persons" if it was divided and enclosed. This Bill was
passed by Parliament and implemented by a Commissioner specially appointed to the task.
The Lord of the Manor of Hunshelf, the Hon. James Archibald Stuart MacKenzie, was
entitled to all the minerals which lay under the Common lands and open moors. The Trustees
of Sheffield Hospital, who had received an income out of the tithes paid by the inhabitants of
Hunshelf, were to be given Allotments of land in lieu of these tithes. They could then rent

out this land in order to gain an income, to compensate them for the loss of income from the
8
tithes. They were awarded land at Snowden Hill and at HunshelfBank.

6

Anon, 1821. Cottagers who kept geese often let them roam on the Commons to feed. There are
several variations of this rhyme.
7
Hunshelflnclosure Award. House of Commons Journal, Vol. 65,49 Geo JTI, 6 February 1810
8
In 1549 the Crown sold the tithes of Penistone parish to the Earl of Shrewsbury at Sheffield Castle.
(Two thirds of them - the vicar got the remaining third). When Gilbert, the 7th Earl of Shrewsbury,
made his will in 1616, he gave the tithes of Penistone to the Shrewsbury Hospital that he bad founded
for the elderly poor of Sheffield. A tithe was a payment of a tenth of annual produce or earnings.
©Claire Pearson 2018
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paths, or stipulate new ones which he judged "necessary to be made through or over the said
open moors, commons and parcels of waste ground".
Here is what the Commissioner had to say about Bramall Lane:
... "[a] Public Bridle and Private Carriage Road 9 of the Width of eighteen feet
beginning at Midhope Road 10 at the North East Corner of the Allotment on the
Carr containing three Acres and twenty seven Perches hereinafter awarded to ...
William Fenton and leading Southwardsly over the said Carr to the North End of
an ancient Lane called Brammall House Lane and from the South End of the same
Lane over a part of Hunshelf Bank to the Allotment hereinafter awarded to Sarah
Hirst, and the Alistree Fields which Road I distinguish by the name of the
Brammall House Road. "
It is not clear how far the path extended -the Inclosure map shows it terminating at Barracks.
The 1854 OS map shows a footpath skirting the Alistree fields and heading off to pass
through Miry Bottom Farm to join up with the Hunshelf Road. At some point, the lane was
extended (probably by the steelworks) from Barracks to run across the Alistree Fields to meet
the HunshelfRoad, and this longer route is known by locals as Bramall Lane.

OS Map (published 1854) showing Bramall Lane and the footpath that extended to join up
with HunshelfRoad (in blue) and the later path that went across Alistree Fields and nowadays
runs through the steelworks (in red). Note: this early map shows the Barracks in the centre of
the land whereas it stood in the comer of the plot.
Footnote:
I can find no opposition to the Hunshelf Inclosure Act, but there was plenty in the rest of the

country. Historian David Hey gives a local example. 11 Between 1791 and 1805 the moors of
Upper Hallam, Nether Hallam, Stannington, Storrs and Dungworth were enclosed. The
proposal was put by the Duke of Norfolk and other landowners, but met with opposition from
other freeholders and inhabitants; however, they did not own enough land to defY those who
wished to enclose. (Acts of Parliament allowed enclosure when owners of about 3/4 of the
land were in favour). The enclosure of Crooksmoor on the edge of Sheffield in 1791 was
resisted by a large crowd, and the army was called in to restore order. The Sheffield Register
noted that, "at noon there arrived here from Nottingham a detachment of Light Dragoons in
consequence of application to Government for them. The grounds ... were .. . a violent repulse
given to the Commissioners of Enclosure for Stannington and Hallam in this neighbourhood
some days ago, on their attending to mark boundaries. " The enclosure went ahead, but the
surveying, settling of claims and marking out of boundaries took 14 years before an award
was made.
9

Carriage Road - one that will take wheeled vehicles
The bottom ofUnderbank- now all the road is known as Underbank Lane.
u Hey, D., Historic Hallamshire, Landmark Publishing 2002

10
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1810 map accompanying the Inclosure Award showing the location of the three properties
that were once on Bramall Lane. The lane began at the Underbank Lane end, running past
Cherry Tree Cottage (originally a piece of land called Carr Bottom), then Bramall House and

terminating at The Barracks (also known as Briar Cottage).
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THE CARR, CARR BOTTOM, OR CHERRY TREE COTTAGE
Just off the Underbank Lane is a plot of land which was known as The Carr. It was also
known as Carr Bottom, there being a Carr Top further up the lane.
By the 1810 Inclosure Award, William Fenton ofUnderbank Hall was awarded quite a bit of
land adjoining Underbank Lane. One such plot was The Carr. A building is shown in this
plot of land on a map of 1854, but there isn't one shown on the Inclosure map of 1810. In
later years this cottage was known as Cherry Tree Cottage, and it was the first house you'd
come to as you left Underbank Lane and jooed Bramall Lane. This parcel of land was
bounded by Bramall Lane, Underbank Lane and fields and "other premises" (not specified)
which he already owned. This land, together with two encroachments, is shown in blue on
the map below. These two encroachments were being used as a plantation and a garden.

Ordinance Survey map of 1854 (surveyed 1850/51) showing the cottage in an area of land
close to Underbank Lane.
In 1851, the census records a house at "The Carr", which was occupied by John and Sarah
Hellewell. With them were Charles Gill aged 8 and George Beever aged 3, both recorded as
"nurse child". This can mean a number of things; the children could have been informally
adopted or fostered, or have been temporarily "farmed out" to family, friends or close
neighbours. Ten years previously in 1841 the same couple were living at Unsliven Bridge,
according to the census. Sarah died in 1852 and perhaps John moved to Croft Cottage at the
southern end of the "new" part of Bramall Lane. Local historian Joseph Kenworthy 12
mentions a John Helliwell, "who was living at Croft Cottage, In Bramall House Lane, about
sixty years ago" (c1856]. In 1861 John was lodging at Horsley House (the other lodger was
Joseph Walton, who had been born at Bramall House).
In 1861 the house at "Carr Bottom" was occupied by Joseph and Martha Moxon and their
three children. Joseph was a wire-drawer in Fox's, but by 1871 he had moved to Stocksbridge
and become a grocer. Another Moxon family lived in the same house thirty years later, but I
..den't think the two were c01mected.

12

Kenworthy, J.
Scholars, 1916

The Early History of Stocksbridge & District, Volume 18a, Old Registers and
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I can find no record of a house in this location on the 1871 census which is odd - even if the
house was empty, it should have been recorded as being unoccupied. 13
By 1881 the occupants were George Brearley and family - he had been a farmer up the hill at
Horsley House, but was now working as a labourer. He had a wife Ann and five children
ranging in age from I 0 to 23 years. He lived there until his death in 1904 at the age of 83. In
1891 he gave his occupation as labourer; he was 70 years old, but with two daughters at home
who were working in the umbrella department at Fox's, perhaps he could enjoy a retirement of
sorts. Or perhaps not - ten years later, at the age of 80, his occupation was "highway
labourer". He may well have been in receipt of poor relief, and expected to work for his
money. We know from these later census returns that the house had four rooms. By now
George and Ann's daughter Emma had married, and she and her husband Arthur Moxon, a
steel roller, were also living at the house at Carr Bottom. George died in 1904.
Emma and her husband stayed on at Carr Bottom after the deaths of her parents. Arthur
worked as a clerk in the rolling mill. I am told by a family member that Arthur died in 1917
of gangrene. Apparently he had to have his leg amputated by the ambulance men, but he died
on the way to hospital- his death was registered in Sheffield, not locally, but we would need
his death certificate to confirm cause of death. 14 I can find no report in the newspapers at the
time, and I would have expected to - these cases were routinely reported. Arthur left over
£680, a fair bit of money at that time. Emma, known as "t'Emma" to her family, moved to
live at 861 Hawthorn Brook (Unsliven Road). She lived with her widowed sister Mary
Bradwell and Mary's bachelor son, George Bradwell, who worked in the rolling mill.
It looks as if Emma left The Carr a year or so after her husband died in 1917, because from
1920 the electoral register lists John William and Jane Rodgers as its occupants. 15 John
William died in 1925, and his widow was there until at least 1940.
John William Rodgers and Jane Clixby had married in 1890 and lived at Wood View,
Langsett (I think this was near Alderman's Head). They later moved to Midhope Post Office
(1901, 1911 census) where Jane was the sub-postmistress; her husband's occupations on the
census returns were store keeper with the Water Works (1901) and wire drawer (1911), but it
is his name over the door on the photograph below. After this, they lived at The Lain [Lane]
in Midhope, (probably Lane Farm in Midhopestones, or the lane it stands on, now called
Oakes Lane).

13

The only possibility is the house listed on the census return immediately before The Barracks. The
Enumerator has noted it as Crimbles; its occupants were William and Sarah Ann Steward but I have not
found a connection to the Stewards who lived at Barracks. Sarah Ann's father was Benjamin Batty,
and he farmed at Crimbles, so they could well have been living with him at the farm.
14
Died 24 September 1917 at the Royal Hospital, West Street, Sheffield: Arthur Moxon of Carr
Bottom, Underbank.
15
John William and Jane was at Midhope in 1918 and 1919, at then at Carr Bottom from 1920
according to the Electoral Register. The spelling varies from Rodgers to Roger, and was previously
spelt Rodger. The family came from Wellhouses, Hunshelf.
© Claire Pearson 2018
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Midhope Post Office showing the name J. W. Rodgers, and an old postcard looking down
Mortimer Road towards Midhope Crossroads - the post office can be seen at the bottom of the
lane. The Crossroads are formed by the old Turnpike Road (now Manchester Road) and the
continuation of Mortimer Road (looking ahead).
John William and Jane had four children; Milton Victor (1893), Doris Winifred (1898),
Vernon Stephen C. (1911) and a child who died young.
Milton enlisted in the Royal Horse and Field Artillery in 1914 when he was 21 years old. He
was sent to France in 1915 and was sadly killed in 1917 at the age of 24 years. He was
admitted to the field hospital three times in 1915, for diarrhoea, sore feet and chilled feet. He
was reported as being wounded in November 1916. 16 The records are very faded, but it looks

as if he deserted

in 1916 and was sentenced to 28 days' "Field Punishment."

Field

punishment did not require incarceration in a prison. It was introduced to replace flogging,
and was common during the Great War. Milton would have been handcuffed and attached to
a fixed object such as a gun wheel or fence post for up to two hours a day. This form of
punishment was known as "F .P.1 ". 17
Knowing what we do of the terrible conditions these young men faced, it is not hard to have
some sympathy with young Gunner Milton, who would, as a gunner, be in the line of fire a lot
of the time 18 He was hospitalised again, once with sickness and once when he sustained an
injury to the leg after being kicked by a horse. It looks as if he returned to England at some
point, but was returned to the Front, and died from wounds to the abdomen received in action
in August 1917. He is buried at Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery in Belgium.19
Doris Winifred Rodgers married at Bolsterstone 9th February 1918 to Horace Hartley
Vernon Stephen C. married Irene Mickelthwaite in 1933. They lived at Carr Head,
Underbank, before moving to Cherry Tree Cottage (Carr Bottom). Locals can remember
Vernon, and Renee as she was known, and some corgis. Apparently he was pretty distinctive,
sporting a bald head and a huge handlebar moustache. He worked in the slag mill - which
was handy, it being at the bottom of his garden! Vernon died in 1989.
This note among the Army records was to add a change of address, and this is the first
mention I have found of the house being called "Cherry Tree Cottage".
16

Sheffield Daily Independent 11 November 1916: Bombardier Milton V. Rodgers, R.F.A., wounded
A second type, "F.P.2" was sometimes used, where a prisoner was handcuffed but not attached to
anything, and can still march with the men. Milton later received a second punishment of7 days.
18
He served as temporary acting Bombardier for a while.
19
The Inscription is: EVER OF THEE WE ARE THINKING. Lijssenthoek was the location for a
number of casualty clearing stations during the First World War. The village was situated on the main
17

communication line between the Allied military bases in the rear and the Ypres battlefields. Close to
the Front, but out of the extreme range of most German field artillery, it became a natural place to
establish casualty clearing stations.
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From Milton's Army Record: a change of address for his next of kin, his mother Jane
Rodgers.
Sept 20/32 20 [20th September
1932?]. Please note, Cherry Tree Cottage,
Underbank, Stocksbridge, Nr Sheffield.
80180 Gnr [Gunner] M. Rogers
Mrs Jane Rodgers

Jane was still at Cherry Tree Cottage in 1939,
and the other occupant was Albert Howard
(presumably a lodger).

Unfortunately there are no known photographs of Cherry Tree Cottage. We understand it to
have been a small cottage, with a garden and outbuildings. Probably idyllic, had not the Slag
Mill from the steelworks been at the end of its garden! It was still standing in 1967, but we
don't have a date for its demolition.

584}

·363 ""'

583
1893 Ordinance Survey map showing Cherry Tree Cottage in pink

20

It's hard to read the date, which looks like 21 or 22, but I would a guess at 1932, because otherwise
the next of kin would have been his father John William, who died in 1925.
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BRAMALL HOUSE

Undated photograph of Braman House. The woman by
the door is probably Mrs. Emma Workman who lived there
until about 1943.19
We don't yet know when Braman House was built or indeed why it got its name. Both "an
ancient lane" called Brammall House Lane and a Brammall House Road (they are now both
called Braman Lane) were mentioned in the 181 0 Inclosure Act. There was also a field called
Bramald [sic] Great Close mentioned in an earlier document of 1730.20
The lane would have been named after the house, and it is probable that the house would have
been named after whoever lived in it - Bramall was a common surname on Hunshelf Bank
and at Green Moor. The house stood halfway along Bramall Lane, in a parcel ofland called
Bramall Croft - the word Croft means a small enclosed field usually adjoining a house.
The Inclosure Award mentions a footpath which ran from the Hunshelf Bank Road near
Avice Royd Farm (which was spelt Eaves Royd) to a stile in "an ancient Inclosure called
Brammall House Croft belonging to William
Fenton". This path still exists. So we know from
this that Fenton, who lived at nearby Underbank
Hall, owned the land on which Braman House
stood, and must have owned the house as well. By
the Inclosure Awards he annexed two small
pieces of adjoining land (shown in red here).
Left: this is a section of the map which
accompanied the Inclosure Award of 181 0

showing Bramall House sitting within the plot of
land called Bramall Croft. The name W. Fenton

can be seen written on the plot of land on which
the house stood.

19

She died in 1943 aged 79 but we would need a death certificate to know the exact location. Her
death was registered in the Penistone registration district, which means she still lived on the Hunshelf
side of the hill.
20
L.D. 858, 1729/30. Joseph Broadhead ofHunshelf, yeoman, settled on Matthew Wilson of Wortley
Forge and George Walker of Hunshelf, "a messuage [house] in Hunshelf wherein Joseph Broadhead
dwells"; one of its closes [fields] was called Bramald Great Close.
© Claire Pearson 2018
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Ordinance Survey map showing the location ofBramall House. Published in 1854 (surveyed
1850-1851)
Records relating to the earliest occupants of Bramall House will entail a search through the
documents from the Fenton estate in Sheffield Archives. Until that happens, the story of the
house's occupants starts with the 1841 census, which records a George Walton living there
(Walton is another old-Hunshelf surname). He was born at Hunshelf in about 1775, the
illegitimate son of Elizabeth Walton, and in 1803 he married Hannah Eastwood. They had
thirteen children, but they weren't all crammed into this tiny house! At first they lived at
Holling Busk (their eldest child was born there in 1804) before moving to Unsliven Bridge (a
daughter was born at there in 1812). Their youngest son Joseph was born at Bramall House in
1826.
When his wife died in 1840, George continued to live at Bramall House; in 1841 his daughter
Harriet was with him, and when the census was taken in March 1851 his daughter Alice, a
school mistress, was living with him. She may well have worked at nearby Carr Head, at the
top ofUnderbank Lane, where a Mary Broadhead ran a "Ladies Boarding School". George
was 77 years old when he died in September 1841, and a month or so afterwards Alice
married Joshua Illingworth. She and her husband continued to live at the house on Bramall
Lane - they were there ten years later in 1861 - but by 1871 they had moved to Green Moor.
Joshua was a quarryman and would have worked at the quarry there. They don't appear to
have had any children.
When the 1871 census was taken, Bramall House was being occupied by another quarry man,
John Hirst. He and his wife Martha were living there with 5 children.
The next family recorded in the house were the Shaws, in 1881. There could of course have
been other occupants in the years between the census returns, but that must be found out from
other records. Mary Ann Shaw was recorded as head of household, and married, so her
husband must have been staying elsewhere on the night the census was taken. She was
originally from Macclesfield and was living there with her four children.
Ten years later, in 1891, the house was occupied by Elijah Hellewell, a coal miner, his wife
Mary and a boarder called Lily Turner. The census for this year is a bit more detailed than the
previous ones, and it is recorded that Bramall House had 4 rooms. Presumably "two up and
two down". There wouldn't have been a bathroom; in fact the remains of the outside toilets
(privies) can still be seen.
Moving on another ten years (1901) and the occupants are Isaac and Mary Spooner and their
six children. This time the house was recorded as only having three rooms - so I don't know
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where the fourth went to! Isaac was originally from Essex, and his wife from Liverpool. He
worked as a silica brick maker.
When we reach 1911 , those with an interest in local history may well recognise the names of
the house's occupants, Edward and Emma Workman. Edward came from London, and
worked in the steel works as a general labourer and also repairing the furnaces. Emma (nee
Dane) was born in Chapel-en-le-Frith in Derbyshire. Again, the house was recorded as
having three rooms.
Edward's father was Frederick Workman, and the 1851 census tells us that he was a
"Traveller Artist Flowers", which sounds interesting! Before moving to Bramall House,
Edward Workman had been living at Mortimer Road, Midhope, working as a navvy on the
construction of the reservoir.
Edward died in 1926 aged 76 and Emma stayed on in the little house on Bramall Lane. The

1939 Register

21

shows her living at "Bramall Cottage" along with one Thomas Cattell, a

retired steelworker. This would have been her lodger, and therein lies a tale .. ...
In his book on the history of Stocksbridge, Jack Branston tells a tale of Mrs. Workman of
Bramall House:
"This dear soul lived on Bramall Lane, perhaps better known as "Mucky Lane", this
is the road which turns off the Underbank Road, past Cherry Tree Cottage [now
demolished], then runs right through into the HunshelfRoad near to where Brownhill
Row once stood. 22
"Before she came along with her husband to live in the Don Valley she had always
worked in Gentlemen's Service.
"Her husband found work at Fox's so they moved into the little cottage on Mucky
Lane. In her habits she was at first very neat and tidy, always wearing her nice white
out of service aprons, small in stature, her voice was rather high pitched or as we
sometimes say 'light coloured'. It is reported that when her husband died he lay in
that cottage for three days before anyone was notified of his passing.
"Now she was on her own, stuck in this tiny dwelling in an out of the way place, so
after a while she decided to take a lodger to help and break the loneliness. Old Tom
was his name, but most Stocksbridgers knew him as Mrs. Workman's [ ... ] lodger, 23
he was himself a teetotaller, but not her ladyship, for she seemed to take to the bottle
after losing her husband.
"Every Friday evening she would come into the village to do her shopping. She
would come into the Co-op shop at precisely 7.45 p.m. and ask for her 'lucky bag'
which contained all the pairings which fell off our bacon machine blade, fat, bone,
rind, string etc. for this she paid sixpence, we saved all this from one visit to the
next. Once she had got this 'lucky bag', that signalled her shopping was over. Next
port of call was Tom Batty's at the Friendship Hotel. Once in the hotel she would
stay until five minutes to ten, ten o'clock was turning out time in those days, this just

gave her time to catch the Sheffield bus at Victoria Street for Half Hall. Nine times
out of ten she got 'tipsy' and had to be helped on the bus.
"When the bus arrived at the Half Hall terminus, she was assisted off the bus by the
bus crew and handed over to old Tom who was there with his wheelbarrow. On one
occasion Tom got the barrow and her ladyship too near the deep gutter which runs
21

A kind of census taken on the eve of WWII
This is not officially called Mucky Lane, though it may well have been called so by the locals. The
official Mucky Lane is further up HunshelfBank and runs from the HunshelfRoad up to HunshelfHall
22

Lane (it was marked as Dirty Lane on the 1810 map).
23

Jack seems to be implying that there was some kind of relationship going on there, and that Old Tom
did not pay her any rent for living there. This is unsubstantiated.
© Claire Pearson 2018
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down the roadside in the Underbank, with the result that she lay there for quite some
time underneath ther barrow, old Tom shouting for help for he could not get her free.
Help did eventually come when a workman who had knocked-off the ten o'clock
shift, removed the barrow off Mrs. Workman, then lifting her back into it, left the rest
to old Tom to get her safely home."
Emma died in 1943 at the age of 79 at Netherfield Buildings in Thurlstone, Penistone (her
address was given as Bramall Cottage, Bramall Lane, Stocksbridge). She had no relatives,
and Administration of her effects (£67 4s. 6d.) was granted to H. M. Treasury. Netherfield
Buildings was the workhouse (which opened in 1861). At the time Emma was there, it was
being run by the West Riding County Council who had taken over in 1930. 26
The house seems to have fallen
into disrepair - a drawing from
1947 shows it in ruins - and
was
then
presumably
demolished and its stone used
elsewhere. The land next to
Bramall House was bought by
the steelworks in 1950 from
the Fentons.

Undated drawing of Bramall
House
Edward and Emma Workman taken before 1926

Dated 1947.
Mrs Workman was
living there in 1939 and she died in
1943 27
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An initial report at the time of the take-over drew attention "to the home-like atmosphere that
pervades this Institution and to the excellent manner in which the Institution is arranged and maintained
so as to ensure the maximum comfort of the inmates."
In 1949 the Institution became Netherfield Aged Persons Home. The inmates became "residents" with
the main block housing males and the old infirmary block housing females.
http://www. workhouses. org. uk/Penistone/
27

"Mother Workman's Cottage, Old Lane, Stocksbridge". Drawn by Leslie Walker, aged 13, son of

Mr. Horace Walker (Colliery Dept.). Printed in the Fox Magazine, Summer 1947.
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THE BARRACKS and the POOR OF HUNSHELF

The Barracks

A drawing of the Barracks© by Janet Sanderson 2017
At the Stocksbridge end of Bramall Lane, not far from where Bramall House stood, was a
building called "The Barracks". Janet Sanderson lived here in the 1960s, but her mother
didn't like the name, and she re-named it Briar Cottage. It was knocked down in 1967. The
Barracks is shown on an old map of 1810, but as yet we don't know when it was built.
There was a well on the property - in fact, there were many ponds, pools and springs in
Hunshelf from which the inhabitants and their animals had always been able to access water.
When the land was enclosed, the people still had the right to fetch water, but animals were not
to be taken onto the land if there was no path - this would constitute wilful trespass or
damage. This would have caused problems if someone had regularly led their animals to
water.
The Barracks was originally a "poor house" 25 , that is, somewhere provided by the parish to
house those in need. Ted Spencer, the late Hunshelf Historian, wrote that, "the parish poor
house was below the Crimbles and housed two families - it was known as the Barracks." 26
The name Barracks is usually associated with soldiers' accommodation, but the term was once
widely used for other types of housing, typically that which housed workers. One local
example is the "New Haywoods" or "Haywoods Park" at Deepcar, which was nicknamed by
the locals as "Sparrow Barracks".
Until I834, people who could not support themselves or their families, or who had no one to
support them, were looked after by the Church (in Hunshelf, this was the parish of
Penistone ). It was the job of parish officials called Overseers of the Poor, to administer this

"parish relief'', as it was called. Money was collected from householders based on the value
of their property, and would be doled out as the Overseer saw fit - usually in the form of
handouts of cash, food, clothing, coal, and so on. Some of the money could be used to house
the elderly or the chronically sick. Able-bodied claimants were expected to work for their
handouts, often by mending roads and other heavy work.

25

Not a "Workhouse", which was a much larger institution housing many people and having strict
rules. The workhouse evolved in the 17th century as a way of reducing the cost of providing this relief,
and to deter fraudulent claimants. It really was a last resort, and people lived in fear of it.
26
Spencer, W. E., Snowden Hill, Pearsons, Others and Cloth Hall, pub. 1999
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Wealthy people often left money in their wills for the benefit of the poor, and this too would
be administered by the Church. Some also chose to bequeath property, or stipulated that rents
from property they had owned were to be used for the benefit of the poor.
So what proof is there that The Barracks was ever a poor house? This is where the Inclosure
Award proves invaluable. The Overseers of the Poor of Hunshelf were awarded a small
parcel of land at the southern end of Bramall Lane, and one of its boundaries was "other
premises belonging to" the Overseers. By looking at the boundaries on the field map together
with the printed award, it is clear that the Overseers already owned the land where the
Barracks stood, and that by the Award they were able to tack an extra bit on.
This confirms that the Barracks did indeed exist for the benefit of the poor of the parish.
Being provided for in this way meant people could escape being sent to the Workhouse. Very
often, those who had fallen on hard times and had no means of making a living ended up in
one of these grim places. A parliamentary report of 1777 noted that there were workhouses at
Wortley, Bradfield and Ecclesfield.
Other fields adjoining the Barracks belonged to Sarah Pearson, the assignees ofT. Pearson 31
[Benjamin Grayson], Sarah Hirst and the Curate of Allestree in Derbyshire. This branch of the
Pearsons were an old family from the Hunshelf and Snowden Hill area (and are not the same
Pearsons who came to Stocksbridge from Bradwell to work for Samuel Fox).
There are many examples in the history books of parishes receiving money from rents for the
benefit of the poor, or of them having dwellings in which to house the poor, 32 and the
Barracks was one of them. There could have been others; in his book, Mr. Spencer mentions
that in 1838 John Pearson of Snowden Hill owned a cottage which was in the occupation of
"Widow Torr" 33 and that she was in receipt of a parish relief payment of 2/6 a week, the
cottage being rated at 11-. He believes that this cottage (at Snowden Hill) was being used as
an additional poor house to the one at the Barracks.
One of the early curates of Wortley, Edmund Cundy (1592-1629), left a will in which he
bequeathed land at Hunshelf from which the needy of the parish were still benefiting in
1950. 34 This land was a field called Harris Croft, which had been subject to a rent-charge;
that is, an annual payment was levied on it, to be paid to the vicar of Wortley who would
distributed the money as he saw fit. This field was sold in 1892 by the Vicar of Allestree 35
and a Mr. Jeffcock, and was still liable to this rent-charge. When the money had not been
received by 1893, a letter was sent to the new owners, and the money duly paid. The Vicar
(when interviewed by the Charity Commissioners in 1893) stated that he distributed the
"doles" to "deserving persons in want, of all classes".
So it can be seen that the parish looked after its poor, either by providing money or
accommodation. What we don't know is whether The Barracks was purpose-built to house
31

Thomas Pearson. Had he died? This land was later bought by Benjamin Grayson.

32

For example: White's Gazetteer and Directory (1827) states that, "The poor of Penistone township
have the rents of three cottages [at Castle Green], purchased with £25 left by Fras. Burdett, Wm.
Sotwell and Joanna Swift" - i.e. the rent from these cottages went towards supporting the parish poor,
who could not support themselves.
33
Catherine Virtin or Vinitor married William Torr in 1788.
34
From an article in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, 14th March 1950
35
The Curacy of Allestree owned a lot of land adjacent to The Barracks. Two fields belonging to
Allestree of about 12 acres had been put up for sale back in 1868 (it isn't known whether they sold or
not). The advertisement read, "To be sold, the land and buildings, with the minerals, &c., in
Hunshelf...belonging to the Incumbency [clergy] of Allestree". Were the buildings Alice Lathe,
marked on the old maps? I can find no information about this place.
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the poor, or whether it had been bequeathed to the Overseers of the Poor to be used for the
needy. It seems most likely that the property was bequeathed because the parish probably did
not have the funds to fmance the building of a house.

The house is shaded in red, and sits in the triangle of land owned by the Overseers. The field
above the house was awarded to the "assignees" ofT. Pearson (who had presumably died, or
could have gone bankrupt), and the new owner was Benjamin Grayson, who was then
responsible for the upkeep of the boundaries shown in blue. If you look today, you can see
that he built dry-stone walls, and, as is customary, all the wall toppers face inwards towards
his field, which is a way of showing who was responsible for the maintenance of the wall.
In the middle of this field was an enclosure of just over half an acre called Stark Croft, which
belonged to Sarah Hirst. She agreed to assign this to Benjamin Grayson in exchange for an
area of land at Ponds Common (near Snowden Hill) of the same size.
The Barracks was said by Ted Spencer in his book on Hunshelfto have housed two families.
The early census records bear this out, but at some point, perhaps around 1860 when it was
sold, it became just one dwelling. Originally "one-up, one-down" the house became "two-up,
two-down", which is how Janet Sanderson remembers it, together with its extensive gardens
and lean-to buildings attached to one side. It faced towards Stocksbridge, and had no
windows at the back.
The house was still owned by the Overseers of the Poor in the 1850s. In 1841 , Edward
Elliott, an agricultural labourer, was one of its tenants. His wife Sarah (nee Charlesworth)
had died the previous month, leaving him a widower. His son Joseph lived in the adjoining
cottage, and would presumably provide for him. Joseph was married to Rebecca (nee
Holden). Edward was still in residence in 1851, but his son had died in 1841. 36 Rebecca was
still next door, but in the intervening years she had given birth to two illegitimate children
before marrying again, to Charles Broadhead in 1846.

36

The census was taken on the 6th June and Joseph was buried on the 1Oth June at Penistone.
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Edward appears several times in the Hunshelf Poor Records. In 1817 the Overseers paid one
Captain Wood 2s.6d. for setting Edward's shoulder, and in 1837 he received "relief by
leeches" for which the bill was 2s.11d.
In the years 1819-1820 he received £5.16.0. "casual relief' (i.e. occasional help in the form of
money, food etc.) from the Overseers. He also received 11s.10d for "clothes making". The
Overseers worked with other parish officials known as the Highway Surveyors, who would

find manual work for the poor, to earn their keep as it were. Joseph had been paid for stone

breaking, probably for the repair of the roads. He did 51 112 days' labour for which he was paid
£5 and 3 shillings. In 1849, he received £9 and 15 shillings, but did not have to work for it
this time, on account of being "aged and infirm" - he would have been about 87 years old.
This amount had been paid at 3 shillings a week. Edward died in 1853 aged 89 years. 37
The Leeds Times ofNovember 1854 reported an unusual case which does not seem to have
made the Sheffield newspapers. Edward had been "a pauper upon [Hunshelj] township", and
the Guardians 38 had found out, in about 1851, that he had sons who were able to maintain him
- as a result, the relief ended and his sons were ordered to support him instead. On the 7th
May 1851, Edward had signed an acknowledgement to say that the house was the ''property
of the poor of Hunshelj', under whom he was a weekly tenant. Either through ignorance or to
flout the law, Edward made a will leaving the house he was living in (The Barracks) to his
eldest son, Mark, who was a grocer in Sheffield. After his father's death, Mark had claimed
the house under the terms of the will, and installed a tenant called Thomas Beevors. The
Overseers of Hunshelf 39 thus applied to the court for warrant of ejectment (eviction) against
Beevors, which was granted. I can find no Thomas Beevors at Hunshelf, though there were
Beevers on Hunshelf Bank.

From about 1854 the Barracks was tenanted by John Dawson and Joseph Blake. (Rebecca
and her new husband Charles Broadhead had gone by 1860, to a house that Charles had built
called "Brook Cottage" at Half Hall).
Then in 1860 the property and land were advertised for sale. 40 The sale was to take place at
the Rock Inn at Greenmoor - it was usual at that time to hold sales, auctions, even inquests, at
public houses. It isn't known if it was
-~~
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To be auctioned off in one or more lots
were
two
freehold
cottages,
outbuildings and gardens covering an
area of 2 roods and 2 perches. This
must include all the land that the
Overseers had held from both before
and after the Inclosure awards.

;

The census of 1861 tells us that Joseph
--------------------~ Blake moved out of the Barracks to
HunshelfBottom and John Dawson stayed on after it was sold. It appears that it was between
1860 and 1861 that the two cottages were knocked into one, because the 1861 census records
that the property The Barracks was "one house", and the only occupants were the Dawson

37

He was buried at Penistone 20th July 1853, and his age was given as 89 years old.
They replaced the Overseers when the Poor Law was changed in the 1830s
39
Did they still exist or does this mean Guardians?
40
Sheffield & Rotherham lndependent, 13 October 1860
38
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family. John was still living there m 1871, widowed, and living with his son and a
housekeeper.
By 1881 George and Martha Steward had moved in. Ten years later the occupant was Eliza
Steward, the widow of Richard Steward who had died in 1889 41 . It isn't known if the two
men were related, but it does seem likely. Richard was born c1829 in Melbourne, Derbyshire,
son of John, and George was born cl840 in Clay Cross, Derbyshire, son of John. Eliza had
been married to Aaron Booth, who died in 1868, and she had married Richard in 1871. They
lived at Market Weighton before moving back to this area to live at HunshelfBank. Richard
died in 1889 at HunshelfBank aged 60. His widow proved his will, and his personal estate
was just over £62 .
When the census was taken in 1891, Eliza was living at the Barracks with her two sons Aaron
and Fred Booth, together with Fred's wife Hannah and their young daughter Isa Alice. The
1891 census was supposed to record the number of rooms in a house if there were less than
five - no number has been recorded for the Barracks, although we know it to have been "two
up, two down". The 1901 census tells us that it did indeed have four rooms. Aaron Booth
died at the Barracks in July 1892 aged only 24 years.
In 1889, Eliza's younger brother Charles Booth was visiting The Barracks from his home in
Low Edges, Norton. The London Evening Standard 42 carried a notice about the death of one
Mary Ann Morton of Limehouse, Middlesex [London]. Charles was her lawful nephew and
only next of kin and was a cattle drover, although in 1871 he was working in a quarry. He
and his uncle Charles Morton were boarders at the house of another quarry man, and Charles
Morton, a former private in the 1st Royal Regiment of Foot, was living off a pension. When
Charles Morton died in 1872, Charles Booth was left as the sole heir to his aunt, but, like a11
the other men in his family, he too died at a young age (42) in 1872.

As an aside, it is interesting to note that Charles Morton almost didn't receive his
pension. He had been in the army almost 24 years, and had served in Canada, Nova
Scotia, the West Indies, Cephalonia, the Crimea, Malta and Gibraltar. Not a bad
career for someone who was probably destined to be a farm labourer for the rest of
his life. He was discharged as medically unfit for service in 1858, "worn out .from
long service in various climates. He has no bodily ailment but is unable to perform
the duties of a soldier". His conduct had been latterly good but it was not always so!
He absconded in 1844, taking with him some stolen goods. He was also habitually
drunk. He absconded again three years later, but was back in the ranks by 1848. He
obviously thought he had nothing much to lose because in 1850 he was in trouble
again for "absence and disgraceful conduct". This time he was sentenced to 50
lashes (later remitted), 168 days imprisonment, and it was recommended he be
discharged "with ignominy" and forfeit all claim to additional pay while serving and
to a pension on discharge. This didn't happen though, and he stayed on - only to be
convicted for neglect of duty in 1853. Once again he was confined (21 days) and
forfeited two years of service because of a conviction of felony. These repeated
offences meant that these years of service, which counted towards a pension, were
forfeited. For some reason all 23 years were restored by the War Office, and he did
receive his pension.
This Booth family was still in residence when the 1901 census was taken.. Fred Booth had
been widowed by 1911, but he and his daughter Isa Alice, stayed on. Isa was disabled,
having suffered some kind of spinal disease when she was three years old. Fred worked as a
41

Eliza had been married Aaron Booth (1829-1868) in 1852. Her maiden name was Day. She married
Richard Stewart at Penistone on 10 September 1871. The name was spelt as both Stewart and Steward
42
20th Aprill889
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railway plate layer in Fox's pit and later in the coke ovens. Fred and Isa were still at the
barracks when the 1939 Register was taken on the eve ofWWII.
After this there is a gap in knowledge as to who lived here until the Gregory family arrived
early in 1961. I'll let Janet take over from here, with her memories of living at Briar
Cottage ...
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SOME EXPLANATORY NOTES
THE CENSUS
A snapshot of the British population, taken every ten years, documenting every household in
England, Scotland and Wales. The early census returns were not as detailed as the later ones.
They are available to view from I 841 to 1911.
Information is not always accurate. In the 1841 census, adults' ages were usually rounded up
or down to the nearest 5 years. Only name, age, occupation and whether the person was born
in the same county were recorded. Later census returns give head of household, relationships
within the household, marital status, and place of birth. The 1911 census notes how many
years a couple had been married, how many children had been born to them, how many were
still living, and how many had died.
1939 REGISTER:
This was similar to the census. In December 1938 the House of Commons was told that in
the event of war, a National Register would be taken that listed the personal details of every
civilian in Great Britain and Northern Ireland. This Register was to be a critical tool in
coordinating the war effort at home. It would be used to issue identity cards, organise
rationing and more. In the event, Registration Day was on the 29th September 1939 and
forms were issued for people to fill in. Identity cards were issued as a result. It was a legal
requirement to carry the cards until 1952, and then the information in the Register was used in
the founding of the NHS.
PARISH REGISTERS
Kept by the vicar of a church, these registers were used to record all the baptisms, marriages
and burials. In the days before birth certificates, the parish registers are a vital tool in finding
out about our ancestors. They can date back to 1538, but most date from 1558. The early
registers are usually just a list of names, but as the years went on, more and more details were
added until it was possible to see such information as occupation and where a person lived.
BIRTH, MARRIAGE AND DEATH CERTIFICATES
Civil Registration - the legal system of registering all birth, marriages and deaths in England
and Wales - began on the 1st July 183 7, and was a result of parliament recognising the need
for accurate records of the population for planning, taxation, voting, and so on. However, it
was not made compulsory until1874, so you might not fmd a record of your ancestor in those
early years. You can search the indexes of births, marriages and deaths, and then use that
information to order a copy of a certificate, which will give full details of the event.
INCLOSURE ACTS
A series of Acts of Parliament that empowered enclosure of open fields and common land,
creating legal property rights to land that was previously held in common. Prior to this, some
land was categorised as "common" or "waste" or not in use. Common land was under the
control of the Lord of the Manor, but a number of rights on the land (such as the right to
pasture animals or collect wood) were held by certain nearby properties or by all the manor's
tenants. Waste land had no value because it was often too narrow or small or in an awkward
location. Because it was not officially used by anyone, those with no land often took it over
and cultivated it. The Inclosure Acts put a stop to this and were highly controversial.
Inclosure is the old-fashioned way of spelling Enclosure.
THE PARISH
A parish was the area served by a parson from the parish church, to whom the inhabitants paid
their tithes. Gradually (from the 16th and 17th centuries) the parish took on responsibility for
secular (non-religious) administration, superseding the Manorial Courts, though there was an
overlap in their powers, and the manorial courts still dealt with the transfer and inheritance of
property and land. This was handled by a committee known as the Vestry. The parish offices
© Claire Pearson 2018
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of Overseers of the Poor, Surveyor of Highways and Constable were posts filled by local
men. These were unpaid appointments, made on a yearly basis. Should a man refuse to serve
his year in office, he had to pay a fine.
The requirement for the post of Overseer, for example, was that a man had to be a
"substantial householder". This rather vague qualification was later changed (in 1819) to be
"any person assessed to the relief of the poor", i.e. someone who was able to pay the poor rate
and not one who received it. The post was seen as a burden to some; they found it
troublesome and time-consuming, and many important decisions rested on them. They had to
decide who were "deserving poor" and who were "idle poor" (refused to work), and they had
to decide when increases to the poor rate had to be made. Overseers were thus under pressure
from both the poor and the rate-payers.
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SOME WORDS EXPLAINED:

Close: An enclosure from the open fields
Croft: An enclosed meadow or arable land, usually adjacent to a house
Encroach: To take land without permission and add it to one's own
Manor: the land held by a lord, who let land and cottages to tenants
Messuage: A house, its outbuildings, yard and garden
Tithe: A tenth part of annual produce or earnings taken as a tax for the support of the church
and clergy.
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FURTHER READING

Underbank Hall Muniments, ref. LD71 0-886
Four boxes of deeds- this has not been catalogued on the library's online catalogue; however
there is a paper typescript list of the items within the collection together with a short
summary.
Sheffield Archives
Smith Collection, ref. SC 1-1263
Deeds and some estate and other papers of the Smith family, and other families related by
marriage. These include Walker ofHunshelf, Kirk, Healey ofRoxby, and Bristow, all related
to Walker. Deeds and papers of the Booths of Brush House and the related family of Kay,
came to the Smiths as trustees. William Smith (d 1849), was a solicitor, and some few odd
papers may have been acquired in a business connection. Includes Surveys and Maps:
Hunshelf, 1745
Sheffield Archives
HunshelfParish Council records, ref. A/273/P
Includes, for example, old parish officials' accounts, removal orders, bastardy orders,
apprenticeship indentures, Wortley Poor Law records, etc.
Held at Bamsley Archives
Crossland, Phyllis, History in Hunshelf (2002)
Spencer, W. E., Snowden Hill, Pearsons, Others & Cloth Hall (1999)
British Newspaper Archive
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MEMORIES OF BRAMALL LANE AND BRIAR COTTAGE CFORMERLY THE BARRACKS)
When I was a child my family consisted of my mum Enid (born Dorothy Enid Sanderson) my dad Norman
Gregory and two brothers Peter and Roy.
I was the last baby to be born on Ford Lane before the greater part of it was demolished. Many generations
of my family- grandparents, parents and many of my relatives lived on Ford lane and so it held a great deal
of my family history. Before I was born my parents and my two brothers lived at Bath house- which was
originally used by the employees of the Japanning shop (Jap shop) so they could get cleaned up after a hard
shift. They then moved to number 1 Ford lane, the first house on the row. Shown in the photograph below
you can see that at the time the little shop was attached to the side of the house and was owned by Alice and
Mary Rusby. In about 1958 a lorry had been parked up the hill but unfortunately the handbrake carne loose
and the lorry rolled backwards smashing into the side of our house causing some structural damage. A trailer
carrying a compressor separated from the back of the lorry and went across Ford Lane hitting a car near
Banks house. We had to move out whilst the repairs were done so we moved down to number lla Ford
Lane (as there was no number 13). We moved back to number 1 for a few months and as you can see, the
wall of the small garden to the front of the house now had black and white warning cheques painted on it. In
early 1961 we moved up to The Barracks on Bramall Lane at HunshelfBank.

FORD LANE

Bramall Lane

Bramall Lane, Hunshelf
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Bramall Lane itself was quite long and stretched in an almost straight line. In former times it had also been known as
Old Lane and Mucky Lane. There were only ever three properties that had been built on it. Going from the
Underbank Lane end first there was Cherry Tree Cottage, then Bramall House and finally The Barracks. The entire
length ofBramalllane was sheltered by the high rising fields ofthe Hunshelfbank and small wooded areas. Even
when it was cold and windy in the valley it was usually mild and still on the lane.
Cherry Tree Cottage
This was the only property to have been built on the right hand side of the lane. It was only a small cottage consisting
of2 rooms up and 2 rooms down. There was also a garage to the property and a steep drive leading down to it. This
driveway can still be seen today. At that time (the early 1960's) Vernon and Renee Rodgers lived with their corgi
dogs, Max and Boy. Vernon was a slag mill labourer and worked in the slag reduction yard just behind the cottage and
was renowned for his large handlebar moustache. I recall going along there one day in about 1963 with my brother
Roy and asking Mrs Rogers if we could have the little Robertson's tokens from the backs of all of the jam jars she had
thrown away. Luckily she agreed and we were able to build up almost a whole Golliwog orchestra. Sadly I have no
pictures ofthe cottage itself.

Bramall House
Otherwise known in local history as 'Old Mother Workman's house' . This property was on the left of the lane and sat
almost halfway between Cherry Tree Cottage and The Barracks.

3.

The last inhabitant was Emma Workman who originally lived here with her husband Edward who died in 1926.
Following his death Emma (Old Mother Workman) took to the bottle. She took in a lodger by the name ofTom
Cattell (Old Tom). Emma was in the habit of going along to the Friendship pub and having a few drinks - inevitably
leaving a little worse for wear before getting on the bus to go home. Old Tom would then collect her from the bus
stop, put her into a wheelbarrow and take her home. On one of these occasions the wheelbarrow tipped over leaving
Old Mother Workman in a ditch at the side of the road. She died in 1943 . By 194 7 Braman house (3 .) is known to
have been in a state of ruin. There is now little more than a pile of bricks to show the existence ofthe house but this
was a reasonable sized plot of land. Had you walked along Bramall Lane prior to 1943 you would first have seen the
garden area, then the house and after that a brick built barn (1).
As a child I would pick strawberries from the wall of what would have been their garden the,n almost opposite that
place was a pond, inevitably full of frog spawn which I would duly put into a jam jar and offer up to my mum.

The Barracks (later known as Briar Cottage)
Situated on the left at the end ofBramalllane.

1.

The Barracks (Briar Cottage) with brick built lean-to ' s

Showing part of the gardens with the old apple tree on the left and farmers fields behind (before the bypass was built)

4.
The Barracks had a very large garden area. This photo

5.
Old tin bath at front of the house.

shows the lower third only. Chemistry lab in background.

The garden gate shown on the right of photograph 4 above can still be seen today.

The Barracks
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My mother really didn 't want to live in a house called The Barracks so she renamed it Briar Cottage and Briar Cottage
is the way I shall always remember it. I can't imagine a better place for any child to grow up.
The house was originally built in the late 1700's to house the poor ofthe village. It was only a short walk from Ford
Lane, up Hunshelf Bank, past the bottom of Pearoyd Lane then about a half a mile walk along a well trodden hillside
path.
It was an odd shaped but very large plot of land set amidst beautiful fields and with a terrific view over Stocksbridge.
The original plot had been far larger and four times the size ofthe plot that I knew. It had been a large uphill rising
field known as Harris Croft but the Barracks and gardens of my childhood were set only in the remaining top left hand
corner. Built from Yorkshire sandstone it had over the years become blackened by the coal burning fires, industrial
chimneys and acid rain.
As a young child I would play for endless hours on the lane with no fear of ever coming to any harm. I would often
go home adorned with foxglove petals on every finger, two or three daisy chains and a handful of red rosehips to make
a necklace with ! Trees and wild flowers were in abundance. Moon pennies, wild roses with large red rosehips,
foxgloves, blackberries and a great variety of meadow buttercups, vetch, birds foot trefoil, wild carrot and cow parsley
etc.
The Barracks was a large house which was originally built as one bu ilding divided into two cottages. Each cottage
having one large room downstairs and an identical sized room upstairs. In 1861 the two cottages had been merged to
make one large house. The front door was in the centre. As you opened the door the first thing you saw was the
staircase leading to the upstairs rooms. There was a kitchen to the right and an identical size sitting room to the left.
Both rooms were a good size. In the kitchen was a 7ft long overhead drying rack which was loaded with laundry then
hoisted up to the ceiling whilst it all dried. The sink area was under the front facing window and on the right wall was
the fire place which had an oven attached to the side of it. At the rear of the kitchen (beneath the stairs) was a walk in
pantry where there were stone white edged steps leading down to the white washed cellar area and the coal storage.
The sitting room had a fireplace on the left of the room. Once upstairs there was a large bedroom on the left. The
bedroom on the right would originally have been the same size but now had been reduced in size to make way for a
thin hallway leading to a small bathroom which was front facing with a lovely view of the garden. Both bedrooms had
a small fireplace. Whoever took the photograph of the house chopped off both chimneys ! The chimneys were on the
far right and far left of the roof- above the fireplaces. The length of the house was approx. 22 feet and had only 5
windows in total, all of which were front facing, ie, looking down the valley towards the direction of Deepcar. There
was also a brick built lean-to attached to the right side of the house and on to that had been added another smaller lean
to. (1) I suspect the house had so few windows due to the ' Window Tax' which was introduced in 1696 and not
repealed until 185 1.

In September of 1962 my elder brother Peter married and in December of that year my parents took in a lodger called
Eric Bacon. (I believe he would have taken the above photographs and can be seen kneeling in photograph 4) I was
two and a half years old and this 'lodger' became my second dad and a very dear friend throughout my life. He was at
that time a gardener at the steel works. Hence, for the rest of our time at The Barracks we had the most beautiful and
I'm sure the most extensive rose garden in Stocksbridge !
As a toddler I had a little stuffed dog toy. My mum would put me in the garden in a little tin bath- along with the toy,
then hang him out on the washing line to dry. The old outside toilet was situated about 30 feet beyond the lean-to's at
the top of the garden and had been turned into a little animal sanctuary where Roy kept his rabbits. Then right at the
far end of the garden stood an old apple tree which had a piece of thick rope and an old tyre hanging from it. I recall
one Christmas Roy having a being given a red sledge. We walked right up to the top of the field behind the house and
I climbed on at the front of Roy. We came down the hillside far quicker than we expected and only just managed to
jump off before hitting the stone wall at the bottom.
That field was owned by a farmer called Armitage. There was a stile at the side of the house which led into the field
which had two very large cart horses in it. I never knew their real names but I called the grey one Silver and the
brown one Bob. As a toddler I had apparently gone missing one day. My mum later told me that she had found me in
the field stroking the fetlocks of one of these giants. Happy days !
In order to get to school we would have to walk down the hill and through the works at what was No 1 gate. I
remember a big red double decker bus being parked up there, presumably for bringing in the workers. It was of course
very dangerous to have children wandering over the railway lines so we were always escorted by a security man called
'Woody'.
We had an Alsatian dog called Rex. He was a lovely dog and very protective of me. Even though I was young I
remember quite clearly him looking up at the kitchen ceiling and following ghostly footsteps as they crossed the floor
of the bedroom above. My mum and I witness this on more than one occasion and when we knew for certain that
there was nobody upstairs. My father asked several people about this and it seemed that at some point before we
moved in there had been a steel worker living there who had a disabled daughter. We presumed from that (rightly or
wrongly) that it could have been him carrying his daughter across the bedroom to put her into bed . Whatever the
source was .... the house was most definitely haunted ! The 1911 census for The Barracks shows a child living there
who was recorded to have had a spinal disease.
Sadly we had to leave the house because of acid rain from Foxes. The leaves on the old apple tree had all turned black
and the beautiful rose leaves were black and pitted. We moved to Bournemouth on 81h June,1966- the day before my
7111 Birthday. I remember to this day sitting in the back of our grey Morris Minor and looking through the back
window as we drove down Manchester Road and out of Stocksbridge. I wondered then if I would ever return. I did,
but seven years later, only to find that our much loved home had been demolished the year after we left.

Janet Sanderson. January, 2018.

As we are taking a brief look at Hunshelf I wanted to include this shOJt but interesting piece in order that we should
remember the suffering of the children- of which many were injured or killed.
HunshelfBank. Working conditions of the children who were employed in the coal mines of Hunshelf (Taken from
an extract by Judith Pearson) From the Childrens Employment Commission 1842.
No.33 . Mr. Thomas Peace, aged 53 years, ofthe firm of Webster and Peace, HunshelfBank Coal Works. Examined
February 18th.
We employ seven colliers and even regular hurriers, besides other children that come when they like as assistants, just
to learn. The children are worth nothing less they come at eight or nine years old. We don't employ them before and
they are no good to us after they are 14 the seam of coal being only 20 inches thick and the gate not more than two
feet high. Of our regular hurriers, four are boys and three are girls. We never employ a girl under nine years of age and
we dismiss them always at 13. They begin work at six in the morning and leave off at one, if they like to get on with
their work. Their work is hurrying and pushing the corves back\:vards and forward on a tram road . They hurry with a
belt and chain as well as thrust. They are not tired and will nm about after their work is done. After they get their
bellies filled, they become sleepy and go to bed pretty early. There are as many girls as boys employed about here.
There are six pits in this neighbourhood, all day pits except one. There is very little difference in size. I am
sure the children are well treated. Some can read and some can write. We would not employ them unless they go to
Sunday school, that is with the agreement of the parents. The getters generally employ their own chi ldren . We could
not work the pits if children were prevented from coming before they were nine or ten. A getter ought to get three
dozen c01·ves, eight to the dozen for his day's work, which the hurrier has to hurry for his day's work and it would not
take a boy more than four hours to keep on at it. The distance is six score yards each way, from the face to the pit's
mouth. The corves weigh about one and half cwt. when full.
No.34. Joseph Ramsden, aged 34 years. Examined February 18th.at Hunshelf Bank. I've been a collier the greater part
of my life. I work at Jubb's pit. The seam of coal is about two feet three inches. There are only eight children at work
there. They do nothing but hurry the whole length of the gate which is 100 yards. Children begin to hurry at 10 to 11
years of age generally.
They go at six in the morning and leave off about three in the afternoon. They hurry all the t ime and generally have
their dinner when they come out. It isn't such uncommon hard work. It's different in * 'Kept agate' means 'kept
going'. The reverse of loitering or leisurely. When they go up hill it's hard work. The corves weigh one and a half cwt.

When they are fulL There are lasses worked in some pits about here. I dare say the children are tired at night, perhaps
not extremely so but it's not easy work. I began to hurry at seven years old. There are not many girls that hurry about
here, I don't see there is any hurt in children going to work so soon as they do. There is little ails them. There's not
much black damp in the pits here, There's plenty of air in the day pits. The children are not given to bad habits, not
much swearing. They get schooling very well about here. They learn to read and write and go to Sunday school. I have
six children of my own and I don't mean to put them in the pits at all. Those hurriers that are strong eno ugh to work.
We get ls. a day.
No.35. Lewis Hattersley, aged 16 years. Examined February 18th.at Hunshelf. I went to work when I was 13. It isn't
hard work that I do. I hurry. I am not tired when I've done my work. I used to feel tired at night when I first went. I am
very well used. I have been at Bolsterstone School before I went to work.
[Can read small words, but not long, one's, he read the word 'hereby' as 'better.' He has heard of Jesus Christ, but
does not know whose son he was. Can't spell 'horse' but knows a little of figures.]
No.36. James Marsh, aged 13 years. Examined February 18th. I am a hurrier. 1 have been hurrying going on six years.
I go at noon and work till eight at night. I work in Mr. Jubb' s pit. The other boy goes at four in the morning and stays
till noon. I worked as long and longer than first l went. It doesn't tire me now . It used to. There used to be more water
where I worked before, which made it hard work. I go to Sunday school. I haven't gone long. We don't go to Church.
[Can read monosyllables only.]
No.37. Benjamin Henshaw, aged 71. 2 years. Examined February 18th. Worked as a burrier in Webster's Pit. Owing
to an impediment in his speech his answers were unintelligible.
No.38. Harriet MOJion. Examined 18th. February. I am nearly 15 years old and began to work in Webster's pit when
I was going on 10. I've always worked in Webster and Peace's Pit. I have hurried all the time. I am the oldest girl
there. There are seven inegular hurriers who are girls. I am sure they always hurry the same time, i.e. from six in the
moming till two in the afternoon . Their names are Hannah Hoyle, about 10 years old, Betty Moorhouse, 9, Sarah
Moorhouse, going on 15, Ann Hague, going on 14, Mary Hague, about 10, Elizabeth Morton, 10 last Sunday and
myself. There are six boys who huny. Two of us is harnessed with a belt round the waist and a chain comes from the
front of the belt and passes betwixt our legs and is hooked on to the corve and we go a long on our hands and feet on

all fours. I do so myself and a little boy pushes behind. We wear trousers always as when you saw us. It doesn't tire us
very much. The little ones are not tired they haven't so much to do. We are never ill used. I read when I go home from
my work. I am not tired. I stayed away a week, the last week but one, but that is the first time I've been ill since I went
into the pit. I can read. I go to Sunday School and I teach myself in the evenings besides. I can't write.
No.39. Ann Hague. Examined February 18th. I am turned 13 years old. l hurry the same as the last girl in Webster's
Pit. I draw the corve with a chain and belt. There is a little girl, my sister, who pushed behind. We go at six in the
morning and come away at two in the afternoon. We have our breakt1:tst before we go and take our dinner with us and
get it when we can at the pit, when we've a minute to spare. We often stop as much as half an hour. We don't feel
tired a deal at night but we do a little sometimes. We have 24 corves to go in and put with every day. Sarah
Moorhouse 'gets' as well as hurries. She earns Is. 6d. a day. She gets and
hurries eight corves a day. I don't find it ve1y hot in the pit. I don't like working in the pit so ve1y well. I would rather
not do it. I can read but I cannot write. (She can read.) I go to Sunday school, all but when I am poorly. Having to pull
so hard in the pit makes me poorly sometimes. They teach me to read in the Testament at the Sunday school. Jesus
Christ was the Son of God, but I don't know what he came to earth for.

